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Wan Ryan Asri <wanryanryan@gmail.com> 29 Oktober 2021 pukul 19.11
Kepada: Muhammad Said Usman <msaidusman@unsri.ac.id>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
Dari: Lisendra Marbelia, S.T., M.Sc., Ph.D. <ajche.ft@ugm.ac.id>
Date: Jum, 29 Okt 2021 pukul 19.02
Subject: [AJChE] Submission Acknowledgement
To: Wan Ryan Asri <wanryanryan@gmail.com>

Wan Ryan Asri:

Thank you for submitting the manuscript, "Effect of Al Concentration over
ZnO-Al2O3 Physicochemical Characteristics and Photocatalytic Degradation of
Remazol Red RB" to ASEAN Journal of Chemical Engineering. With the online
journal management system that we are using, you will be able to track its
progress through the editorial process by logging in to the journal web
site:

Manuscript URL: https://jurnal.ugm.ac.id/AJChE/author/submission/70084
Username: wanryanasri

If you have any questions, please contact me. Thank you for considering this
journal as a venue for your work.

Lisendra Marbelia, S.T., M.Sc., Ph.D.
ASEAN Journal of Chemical Engineering
________________________________________________________________________
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Wan Ryan Asri <wanryanryan@gmail.com> 23 Februari 2022 pukul 10.58
Kepada: Muhammad Said Usman <msaidusman@unsri.ac.id>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Dr. Lisendra Marbelia <lisendra.m@ugm.ac.id>
Date: Wed, Feb 23, 2022, 08:27
Subject: [AJChE] Editor Decision
To: Wan Ryan Asri <wanryanryan@gmail.com>

Wan Ryan Asri:

Thank you submitting your manuscript to our journal.
Based on our reviewer comments, we have reached a decision regarding your
submission to ASEAN Journal of Chemical Engineering, "Effect of Al
Concentration over ZnO-Al2O3 Physicochemical Characteristics and
Photocatalytic Degradation of Remazol Red RB" which is to resubmit for
review.

Please see below the comments from the reviewer. Revise it accordingly, and
summarize the revision in the form (attached). Please kindly send the
revised manuscript and the form within 3 weeks.

We are looking forward to receiving your manuscript.
Thank you.

Dr. Lisendra Marbelia
Department of Chemical Engineering, Universitas Gadjah Mada, Yogyakarta
lisendra.m@ugm.ac.id
------------------------------------------------------

Editor:
Some improvements are needed:
- English have to be improved.
- Quality of Figure have to be improved. (Some are very low quality, font
are too small).
- More recent references related to the topic need to be added to the
introductions.

Reviewer A:

The manuscript seems to offer interesting study related to ZnO-Al2O3.
However, the grammatical errors found throughout the manuscript are quite
severe that the manuscript is incomprehensible. The authors need to rewrite
the manuscript to improve the qualities and the Figures should be drawn
properly to appease the readers. Some of the comments can be found below:

The abstract can be started with importance of performing this study, since
from the title the readers can grasp the goal of this study.

The XRD and elements analysis written in abstract is oddly explained. Are
these values contributing to the performance of material? If not, they can
be omitted.

The novelty of the study needs to be highlighted in Introduction. What
differentiate this study from previous ones?

Characterization of materials should include the name, series, and producer
of instrument.
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The methodology mentioned that the material is xerogel. Therefore, imaging
result should confirm the formation of xerogel.

The removal of dye is shown in several figures that show “effectiveness”
instead of removal or degradation performance. The term is not appropriately
used.

------------------------------------------------------
________________________________________________________________________
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Wan Ryan Asri <wanryanryan@gmail.com> 4 Oktober 2022 pukul 10.51
Kepada: Muhammad Said Usman <msaidusman@unsri.ac.id>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
Dari: Dr. Lisendra Marbelia <lisendra.m@ugm.ac.id>
Date: Sel, 4 Okt 2022 pukul 07.27
Subject: [AJChE] Editor Decision
To: Wan Ryan Asri <wanryanryan@gmail.com>

Dear Prof/Dr. Wan Ryan Asri,

We are pleased to inform you that your recent submission titled "Effect of
Al Concentration over ZnO-Al2O3 Physicochemical Characteristics and Removal
of Remazol Red RB" has been accepted for publication in ASEAN Journal of
Chemical Engineering.

Please complete the copyright transfer form as attached and send the filled
form to ajche.ft@ugm.ac.id as soon as possible.

You are also requested to pay publication fee
Amount: Rp. 1500.000. Our administrative staff will contact you shortly
regarding payment procedure. Once you make payment, please confirm and send
payment notice via: renny.puspita@ugm.ac.id and cc to ajche.ft@ugm.ac.id

For publication process, we will contact you again when your proof is ready
for you to check before its publication.

Thank you for your interest in ASEAN Journal of Chemical Engineering. We
look forward to publishing your future article.

Editor,
Dr. Lisendra Marbelia
Department of Chemical Engineering, Universitas Gadjah Mada, Yogyakarta
lisendra.m@ugm.ac.id
________________________________________________________________________
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